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Abstract—Quantum approximate optimization algorithm
(QAOA) has attracted much attention as an algorithm that
has the potential to efficiently solve combinatorial optimization
problems. Among them, a fermionic QAOA (FQAOA) for solving
constrained optimization problems has been developed [Yoshioka,
Sasada, Nakano, and Fujii, Phys. Rev. Research vol. 5, 023071,
2023]. In this algorithm, the constraints are essentially imposed as
fermion number conservation at arbitrary approximation level.
We take the portfolio optimization problem as an application
example and propose a new driver Hamiltonian on an one-
dimensional cyclic lattice. Our FQAOA with the new driver
Hamiltonian reduce the number of gate operations in quantum
circuits. Experiments on a trapped-ion quantum computer using
16 qubits on Amazon Braket demonstrates that the proposed
driver Hamiltonian effectively suppresses noise effects compared
to the previous FQAOA.

Index Terms—Constrained Combinatorial Optimization Prob-
lem, Fermionic QAOA, Trapped-Ion Quantum Computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum optimization algorithms are attracting much at-

tention as a solution to combinatorial optimization problems

in various industries [1]–[8]. Quantum annealing based on

adiabatic theorems is the standard quantum approach used to

solve the optimization problems [9], [10], however, it is lim-

ited to quadratic, unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO)

problems. In particular, it is known that converting constrained

combinatorial optimization problems to the QUBO form can

lead to problems in computational accuracy. On the other hand,

quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [11],

has been proposed as a hybrid quantum classical algorithm

for solving complex combinatorial optimization problems us-

ing a universal quantum computer. Subsequently, quantum

alternating operator ansatz [12], [13] and fermionic QAOA

(FQAOA) [14] have been developed for constrained opti-

mization problems. In these frameworks, the hard constraints

are imposed, so that the constraints are strictly satisfied. In

particular, the FQAOA has the characteristic of guaranteed

convergence because it is reduced to a quantum adiabatic

algorithm (QAA) in the limit of large circuit depth p. The

application of FQAOA to the portfolio optimization problem

confirms its clear advantage over previous study in Ref. [2].

In the previous FQAOA study [14], the combinatorial opti-

mization problem under Hamming weight constant constraint

has been recast as an energy minimization problem under the

constant number of fermions. The FQAOA ansatz satisfying

the hard constraints is written using the variational parameters

(γ,β) as follows:

|ψp(γ,β)〉 =





p
∏

j=1

Ûm(βj)Ûp(γj)



 Ûinit |vac〉 , (1)

where Ûp(γ) = e−iγĤp is a phase rotation unitary following

problem Hamiltonian Ĥp, Ûm(β) = e−iβĤd is a mixing

unitary following driver Hamiltonian Ĥd, and Ûinit is a unitary

preparing an initial state |φ0〉 as |φ0〉 = Ûinit |vac〉, where

|vac〉 is a vacuum without fermions. The hard constraint

condition can be written as follows:

Ĉ |ψp(γ,β)〉 =M |ψp(γ,β)〉 , (2)

where Ĉ is a total particle number operator. The driver

Hamiltonian Ĥd and the initial state |φ0〉 are assumed to

satisfy the design guidelines in Ref. [14]. This is restated here

• Condition I

– [Ĥd, Ĉ] = 0.

• Condition II

– | 〈φx′ | (Ĥd)
n |φx〉 | > 0,

for a sufficiently large value of n, where |φx〉 and |φx′〉
are arbitrary eigenstates of Ĥp that satisfy the constraints.

• Condition III

– Ĥd |φ0〉 = E0 |φ0〉 ,
– Ĉ |φ0〉 =M |φ0〉 ,

where E0 is the ground state energy of Ĥd.

The conditions I and II restrict the candidates for Ĥd. Although

the previous study have employed tight-binding models on

D-leg ladder lattice [14], Ĥd satisfying the condition is not



limited to this. Therefore, it is important to design a driver

Hamiltonian that minimizes the influence of noise when using

an actual quantum processing unit (QPU).

In this study, we propose a new driver Hamiltonian on

an one-dimensional cyclic lattice in the FQAOA framework

and show that its implementation in a quantum computer can

reduce the influence of noise. First, to clarify the impact of

the new driver Hamiltonian, we perform noiseless simulations

of the FQAOA on cyclic lattice and show that its performance

is comparable to that of the previous FQAOA on the ladder

lattice [14]. Experiments using a trapped-ion quantum com-

puter demonstrate that the proposed FQAOA outperforms the

previous one by reducing errors caused by gate operations in

quantum circuits.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we propose

a new cyclic driver Hamiltonian with low computational cost

and explicitly indicate its ground state. Section III takes

the formulation of the portfolio optimization problem as an

example of a constrained optimization problem and shows

how the new ansatz can be implemented on quantum circuits.

Section IV presents the results of simulations and experiments

with FQAOA using the new driver Hamiltonian. Section V

provides a summary and discussion.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CYCLIC DRIVER HAMILTONIAN

AND GROUND STATE

We propose a new driver Hamiltonian Ĥd = Ĥcyc
hop with

low computational cost and its ground states |φ0〉 = |φcyc0 〉 ,

which is initial state of FQAOA, following the guideline shown

in section I and in Ref [14]. To this end, we first introduce

the fermionic formulation in unary encoding and constraint

condition, and then we present the tight-binding model on

an one-dimensional cyclic lattice shown in Fig. 1 (a) as the

new driver Hamiltonian. We also show the driver Hamiltonian

Ĥd = Ĥlad
hop on the D-leg ladder lattice [Fig. 1 (b)] used in the

previous study [14] and its ground state |φlad0 〉 in APPENDIX

A. Note that the following arguments do not depend on the

details of a problem Hamiltonian Ĥp with unary encoding.
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Fig. 1. Lattice structure of driver Hamiltonian Ĥα
hop for α = (a) cyc and (b)

lad. The hopping terms of Û
lad(cyc)
δ

(β) (δ = I, II, III, IV, and BC), which

decomposes Ûm, is indicated in different colors (see text).

A. Mapping to Fermionic Formulation

In unary encoding, any integer zl ∈ {0, 1, · · ·D} for l =
0, 1, · · ·N can be written by using binary xl,d ∈ {0, 1} as zl =

∑D
d=1 xl,d. In the fermionic formulation, the binary variable

is mapped to the number operator of fermions as xl,d 7→ n̂l,d

and

n̂l,d |φx〉 = xl,d |φx〉 , (3)

with the computational basis

|φx〉 =

N
∏

l=1

D
∏

d=1

(

ĉ†l,d

)xl,d

|vac〉 , (4)

where n̂l,d = ĉ†l,dĉl,d and ĉ†l,d(ĉl,d) is the creation (annihilation)

operator of fermion.

B. Constraint on Constant Hamming Weight

In the following, we consider the constraint that the sum of

integer variables zl is a constant value M as:

N
∑

l=1

zl =
N
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

xl,d =M. (5)

Using the operator Ĉ of the constraint in the fermionic

formulation, the constraint condition can be written as the

following eigenvalue equation:

Ĉ |φx〉 =M |φx〉 , (6)

with

Ĉ =
N
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

n̂l,d. (7)

Therefore, the constraint in Eq. (6) corresponds to the conser-

vation law of the number of fermions.

C. Cyclic Driver Hamiltonian and Ground States

Here we construct a simple tight-binding model as the low

cost driver Hamiltonian Ĥd = Ĥcyc
hop according to the following

directions. First, from conditions I, we assume that Ĥd is a

tight binding model consisting of hopping terms of fermions.

Next, from condition II, we design Ĥd such that all sites

labeled with (l, d) are connected by the hopping terms. Here,

we develop a lattice geometry such that the number of hopping

terms is minimized. Finally, from condition III, we express the

ground state of Ĥd as a single Slater determinant satisfying

the constraint.

The tight-binding model on a cyclic lattice shown in Fig. 1

(a) is defined as:

Ĥcyc
hop =− t

N−1
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

(

ĉ†l,dĉl+1,d + ĉ†l+1,dĉl,d

)

− t
D−1
∑

d=1

(

ĉ†1,d+1ĉN,d + ĉ†N,dĉ1,d+1

)

− t(−1)M−1
(

ĉ†1,1ĉN,D + ĉ†N,Dĉ1,1

)

=

ND
∑

k=1

εcyck+δα̂
†
k+δα̂k+δ, (8)

where t is the hopping integral in the tight-binding model,



which has a periodic (anti-periodic) boundary condition due to

the odd (even) number of M . The lattice labels (l, d) are shown

in Fig. 1 (a). The εcyck+δ in the last line of Eq. (8) is single-

particle energy, where δ = −0.5 (0) for an even (odd) number

of fermions M . This Ĥcyc
hop corresponds to a one-dimensional

XY -Hamiltonian by the Jordan-Wigner transformation [15],

[16].

The energy dispersion εcycq and the operator α̂q in Eq. (8)

have the following form:

εcycq = −2t cos

(

2πq

ND

)

, (9)

and

α̂†
q =

N
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

[φcyc
0 ]q,(l,d)ĉ

†
l,d, (10)

respectively, with

[φcyc
0 ]q,(l,d) =



































aq sin

(

2πq

ND
[l +N(d− 1)]

)

,

if 0 < q < ND/2,

aq cos

(

2πq

ND
[l +N(d− 1)]

)

,

if ND/2 ≤ q ≤ ND,

(11)

where q = k + δ, and normalization factors aq =
√

1/ND
for q = ND/2 and ND, and aq =

√

2/ND for the other q’s.

Finally, The ground state of Ĥd = Ĥcyc
hop, which is the initial

state of FQAOA, is explicitly written as follows:

|φcyc0 〉 =



























M/2
∏

k=1

α̂†
k−1/2α̂

†
ND−k+1/2 |vac〉 if M is even,

α̂†
ND

(M−1)/2
∏

k=1

α̂†
kα̂

†
ND−k |vac〉 if M is odd,

(12)

which is uniquely determined without degeneracy.

III. PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

As an application of FQAOA using the proposed driver

Hamiltonian Ĥd = Ĥcyc
hop, we take portfolio optimization

problems [1], [2], [14], [17] and evaluate its performance by

comparing with previous FQAOA study using Ĥd = Ĥlad
hop

[14] and XY -QAOA study using XY driver Hamiltonian [2].

A. Problem Hamiltonian

In this study for the portfolio optimization problem, the

cost function E(x) for given bit string x ∈ {0, 1}ND and

the constraint condition of the total number of stock holdings

being K are those defined by Eq. (30) and (31) of Ref.

[14], respectively. The minimum eigenvalue problem for the

portfolio optimization problem can be written as [14]:

Ĥp |φx〉 = E(x) |φx〉 , (13)

Ĉ |φx〉 =M |φx〉 , (14)

where |φx〉 is in Eq. (4) and M = ND/2−K . The operators

Ĥp and Ĉ are written as follows:

Ĥp =
λ

K2

N
∑

l,l′=1

σl,l′
D
∑

d,d′=1

(

n̂l,d −
1

2

)(

n̂l′,d′ −
1

2

)

+
1− λ

K

N
∑

l=1

µl

D
∑

d=1

(

n̂l,d −
1

2

)

, (15)

Ĉ =

N
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

n̂l,d, (16)

where σl,l′ , µl and λ denote the asset covariance, the average

return, and the risk capacity parameter of the asset manager,

respectively.

The objective is to obtain a bit string that gives the lowest

cost under the constraints; in other words, in the framework of

FQAOA, a ground state of the fermion system of M -particles.

For this purpose, expectation values of energy Ep(γ,β) are

calculated, which is obtained as the output of the FQAOA

ansatz in Eq. (1) as follows:

Ep(γ,β) = 〈ψp(γ,β)|Ĥp|ψ(γ,β)〉 . (17)

The parameters (γ,β) can be estimated from the time-

discretized QAA [14] as:

γ
(0)
j =

2j − 1

2p
∆t, β

(0)
j =

(

1−
2j − 1

2p

)

∆t, (18)

where ∆t is a unit of discretized time. The derivation of

which is described in APPENDIX A in Ref. [14]. As with

other variational algorithms, these parameters are optimized

according to the following equation:

Ep(γ
∗,β∗) = min

γ,β
Ep(γ,β), (19)

where γ∗ and β∗ give the minimum expectation value of

energy.

B. Implementation on Quantum Circuit

In this subsection, we describe how to implement FQAOA

ansatz with the cyclic driver Hamiltonian Ĥcyc
hop on quantum

circuits. The phase rotation unitary Ûp(γ) and initial states

preparation unitary Û cyc
init can be implemented as in the case on

the ladder lattice [14]. Therefore, we specifically describe an

implementation of mixing unitary Û cyc
m (β) = exp(−iβĤcyc

hop).

The mixing unitary Û cyc
m (β) can be explicitly written as:

Û cyc
m (β) = Û cyc

BC (β)Û cyc
II (β)Û cyc

I (β), (20)

with

Û cyc
I(II)(β) =

∏

i odd(even)

exp
[

iβt
(

ĉ†i ĉi+1 + ĉ†i+1ĉi

)]

, (21)

Û cyc
BC (β) = exp

[

iβt(−1)M−1
(

ĉ†ND ĉ1 + ĉ†1ĉND

)]

, (22)

where M = ND/2 − K and the subscript of ĉ
(†)
i is the

sequential number i = l+N(d− 1) along the circle shown in

Fig. 1 (a).



The quantum circuit corresponding to each hopping pair in

Eqs. (21) and (22) is as follows:

a Rx(−π/2) • Rx(−βt) • Rx(π/2)

b Rx(π/2) Rz(βt) Rx(−π/2) ,
(23)

where (a, b) = (i, i + 1) for Û cyc
I(II) and (a, b) = (1, ND) for

Û cyc
BC . This circuit is equivalent to that of the XY gate.

As a result, the number of quantum gate operations in

Û cyc
m (β) is reduced from O(N2D) to O(ND) compared to

that in the preceding study [14]. This is because all hopping

terms on the cyclic lattice follow the Jordan-Wigner ordering,

thus avoiding the fermionic swap gates shown in Ref. [14]. The

number of gates required for FQAOA ansatz is summarized

in TABLE I.

TABLE I
NUMBERS OF SINGLE- AND TWO-QUBIT GATES IN Ûα

init , Ûp , AND Ûα
m OF

α-FQAOA ANSATZ FOR α = CYC AND LAD. HERE, THE TWO QUBIT GATES

REPRESENT THE CNOT AND THE SWAP GATES. THE GIVENS ROTATION

GATE IN Ûcyc,lad
init USED IN THIS STUDY IS SHOWN IN APPENDIX B.

operator single-qubit gate two-qubit gate

Ûcyc,lad
init

1

2
(4ND + 8K + 1)(ND − 2K)

1

2

[

(ND)2 − 4K2
]

Ûp
1

2
ND(ND + 1) ND(ND − 1)

Ûcyc
m 6ND 2ND

Û lad
m 2N2D + 10ND − 6N 2N2D + 2ND − 2N

IV. RESULTS

This paper takes up the portfolio optimization problems and

compares and evaluates the performance of FQAOA using

the newly proposed cyclic Hamiltonian Ĥcyc
hop with that using

the ladder Hamiltonian Ĥlad
hop from both in terms of noiseless

simulations and QPU experiments. Hereafter, the FQAOA

calculation using Ĥd = Ĥα
hop for (α = cyc and lad) will be

referred to as α-FQAOA.

A. Computational Details

Numerical simulations have been performed using the fast

quantum simulator qulacs [18]. The parameters of the fixed-

angle FQAOA are those determined by the QAA shown in

Eq. (18). The optimized parameters and energies in Eq. (19)

is obtained by the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)

method using (γ(0),β(0)) as the initial angle.

The actual quantum computations are performed using the

IonQ device Aria [19], provided by Amazon Braket [20].

The variational parameters of FQAOA used in the QPU

experiments are adapted from those determined by noise-

less simulations. For each probability distribution, the error-

mitigation technique, debiasing [21], [22] is applied to 10,000

measurements. Note that the sharpening technique [21] is not

applied in this paper.

B. Model Parameters

For model parameters of Ĥp in Eq. (15), σl,l′ and µl are

taken from Fig. 2 and TABLE IV of the paper [2], respectively,

and λ = 0.9, N = 8, D = 2, and K = 4. These parameters

are the same as in previous studies [2] and [14]. W is the

range of total energy that the Ĥp can take under the constraint

condition. Since W is independent of the type of Ĥd, it is

adopted as the energy scale for performance comparison.

For model parameters of Ĥd in Eqs. (8) and (A.2), the

hopping integral t and t = t‖ = t⊥ are determined from

the ratio of the energy scales of Ĥp and Ĥd = Ĥα
hop for α

= cyc and lad as t = W/Wα
hop, where Wα

hop is the range of

total energy of Ĥα
hop at t = 1.

C. Simulation Results without Noise

Fig. 2 shows the results of the probability distribution for

energy obtained by the α-FQAOA for α = cyc and lad at (a)

p = 1 and (b) p = 4. The peaks appear in the same lowest

energy region 0 < (E−Emin) < W/10, and the probabilities

of finding the low-energy states are almost the same for both

models at p = 1 and p = 4. We can also confirm that both

FQAOAs at p = 1 outperform XY -QAOA at p = 4.
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W

XY-QAOA [2]
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Fig. 2. Probability distributions of energy obtained by the noiseless simula-
tions by using α-FQAOA for α = cyc and lad at (a) p=1 and (b) p=4, where
the previous XY -QAOA results at p = 4 [2] are shown in (b). The horizontal
axis takes the energy value measured from the ground state energy Emin. The
inset in (a) shows expectation values ∆E/W = [Ep(γ,β) − Emin]/W in

Eq. (17) in log scale, where the results using (γ(0),β(0)) at W∆t = 10
in Eq. (18) and optimized (γ,β) = (γ∗,β∗) are shown by the open and
closed plots, respectively.

From another perspective, the expectation values of energy

Ep(γ,β) in Eq. (17) are shown in the inset of Fig. 2 (a).

The fixed-angle FQAOA energies shown in the open plots are



reduced to the closed plots by parameter optimization. Focus-

ing on the parameter-optimized FQAOA, the lower energies

of lad-FQAOA shown by triangles are attributed to the fact

that the mixing works effectively on the ladder lattice because

of the large number of hopping paths as shown in Fig 1 (b).

However, since there is a trade-off between the number of

gate operations and computational performance. In actual QPU

experiments, lad-FQAOA may be more affected by noise due

to the large number of gate operations.

D. Experimental Results

In an ideal noiseless environment, the conservation law

for the fermion number M expressed in Eq. (14) is strictly

satisfied. However, in experiments with actual QPUs, this

conservation law may be violated. Therefore, we first present

the results of an investigation of the probability distributions

PM of the number of fermions M , which expressed by the

following equation:

PM =
∑

x

| 〈φx|ψp(γ
∗,β∗)〉 |2δMx,M , (24)

where Mx is the eigenvalue of Ĉ |φx〉 = Mx |φx〉 which is

equivalent to the Hamming weight of bit string x. Here, the

constraint on the number of fermions M = ND/2−K = 4
is imposed, so PM = δM,4 in the noiseless environment.

The probability distribution PM by QPU experiment with

debiasing is shown in Fig. 3. Compared to the lad-FQAOA, the

cyc-FQAOA takes a relatively large value of PM=4 = 0.17.

This difference is due to the fact that the cyclic lattice reduces

the number of gate operations, thereby reducing the effect

of noise. In the following, we show the results of post-

selection, in which only M = 4 is extracted from the QPU

measurements.
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random

Fig. 3. Probability distributions PM of total number of fermions M obtained
by the QPU experiments by using α-FQAOA for α = cyc and lad at p=1,
and random sampling represented by PM = NDCM/2ND .

Fig. 4 shows the experimental results of the probability

distribution for energy at p = 1 obtained by the α-FQAOA

for α = cyc and lad, where the post-selection to samples
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(E Emin)/W
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p=1 QPU experiment
with post-selection

cyc-FQAOA
lad-FQAOA
random with constraint

Fig. 4. Probability distributions of energy obtained by the QPU experiments
by using α-FQAOA for α = cyc and lad at p=1 and random sampling, where
post-selection is carried out to the samples that satisfy the constraint. The
energy value measured from the ground state energy Emin.

satisfying the number of particles M = 4 is applied after

adopting the debiasing. The peak appears in the lowest energy

region for cyc-FQAOA, while for lad-FQAOA it appears in

2W/10 < (E −Emin) < 3W/10. Comparing the peak values

in 0 < (E − Emin) < W/10, the value for lad-FQAOA is

reduced to about 0.1 due to significant influence of noise, while

the value for cyc-FQAOA is kept at about 0.25. This results

indicate that cyc-FQAOA succeeds in reducing the influence

of noise compared to lad-FQAOA.

TABLE II
EXPECTATION VALUES OF ENERGY ∆E/W = [Ep(γ∗,β∗)− Emin]/W

IN EQ. (17) AND ITS STANDARD DEVIATION σ BY USING α-FQAOA FOR α
= CYC AND LAD AT p = 1. FOR QPU EXPERIMENTS, AFTER ADOPTING

THE DEBIASING, POST-SELECTION IS CARRIED OUT TO THE SAMPLES

THAT SATISFY THE CONSTRAINT.

∆E/W (σ)

method noiseless simulation QPU experiment

cyc-FQAOA (p = 1) 0.13 (0.13) 0.23 (0.16)a

lad-FQAOA (p = 1) 0.12 (0.13) 0.34 (0.17)b

random with constraint 0.38 (0.18) —

a Without the debiasing, the same as 0.23 (0.16).

b Without the debiasing, 0.33 (0.18).

The results of the energy expectation values with standard

deviations are shown in TABLE II. The values of the lad-

FQAOA and cyc-FQAOA experiments are both smaller than

that of random guesses under the constraint condition. Among

them, consistent with the results in Fig. 4, the value of cyc-

FQAOA obtained by the QPU experiment is smaller than

that of lad-FQAOA. This is because in the lad-FQAOA, the



negative influence of noise due to many gate operations is

larger than the slight decrease in energy in the noise-free

environment. Indeed, the number of single- and two-qubit

gate operations (Q1, Q2) required to implement α-FQAOA

at QAOA level p is larger (Q1, Q2) = (388+504p, 96+512p)

for α = lad than (Q1, Q2) = (388+232p, 96+272p) for α =

cyc. Notably, the energy value of 0.23 for the cyc-FQAOA

experiment at p = 1 is lower than the value of 0.3 for the

noiseless XY -QAOA simulation at p = 4. These results are

robust regardless of the debiasing technique [21] applied in

this study, as can be seen from the footnote of TABLE II.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We proposed a new driver Hamiltonian for the fermionic

quantum approximate optimization algorithm (FQAOA) to ef-

ficiently solve combinatorial optimization problems with con-

straints, taking the portfolio optimization problem. We showed

that the new driver Hamiltonian on the one-dimensional cyclic

lattice reduces the number of gate operations in quantum cir-

cuits. Noiseless simulations with the new driver Hamiltonian

revealed that it performs as well as the previous FQAOA in

both fixed-angle FQAOA and parameter-optimized FQAOA

calculations. Experiments with trapped-ion quantum process-

ing unit (QPU) at p = 1 demonstrated that FQAOA on the

cyclic lattice improves the probability of obtaining low-cost

solutions by a factor of 2.5 compared to the ladder lattice.

Post-selection applied in this study worked well for shallow

circuits, however, as the depth of the circuit increases, the

performance is anticipated to degrade as bit-flip errors violate

the constraint more frequently. To overcome this problem,

error correction, for example, as described in the Ref. [23],

will be important. Such efforts are the subject of future work.

APPENDIX A

D-LEG LADDER DRIVER HAMILTONIAN

Here, we show the driver Hamiltonian Ĥd = Ĥlad
hop on the

D-leg ladder lattice and its ground state |φlad0 〉 used in the

previous lad-FQAOA study [14]. The tight-binding model on

the D-leg ladder lattice shown in 1 (b) is defined as:

Ĥlad
hop =− t‖

N
∑

l=1

(

ĉ†l,dĉl+1,d + ĉ†l+1,dĉl,d

)

− t⊥
D−1
∑

d=1

(

ĉ†l,dĉl,d+1 + ĉ†l,d+1ĉl,d

)

(A.1)

=

N
∑

k=1

D
∑

m=1

εladk,mα̂
†
k,mα̂k,m, (A.2)

where t‖ and t⊥ are the longitudinal and transverse hopping

integrals in the tight-binding model, respectively. The lattice

labels l and d are shown in Fig. 1 (b), where the periodic

boundary condition ĉN+1,d = ĉ1,d is imposed.

The energy dispersion εladk,m and the operator α̂k,m in Eq.

(A.2) have the following form [14]:

εladk,m = −2t‖ cos

(

2πk

N

)

− 2t⊥ cos

(

πm

D + 1

)

, (A.3)

and

α̂†
k,m =

N
∑

l=1

D
∑

d=1

[φlad
0 ](k,m),(l,d)ĉ

†
l,d, (A.4)

respectively, with

[φlad
0 ](k,m),(l,d) =



































ak sin

(

2πkl

N

)

sin

(

πmd

D + 1

)

,

if 0 < k < N/2,

ak cos

(

2πkl

N

)

sin

(

πmd

D + 1

)

,

if N/2 ≤ k ≤ N,
(A.5)

where normalization factors ak =
√

2/(D + 1)N for k =
N/2 and N , and ak =

√

4/(D + 1)N for the other k’s. The

ground state of Ĥd = Ĥlad
hop, the initial state of FQAOA, which

is as follows:

|φlad0 〉 =

M
∏

j=1

α̂†
(k,m)j

|vac〉 , (A.6)

where the product for k is taken such that
∑M

j=1 ε
lad
(k,m)j

is

minimal.

The portfolio optimization problem discussed in the main

text uses the parameters parameters N = 8, D = 2, and

K = 4. In this case, the ground state is degenerate, so we

chose a symmetric occupied state as shown in following:

|φlad0 〉 = α̂†
N,2α̂

†
1,1α̂

†
N−1,1α̂

†
N,1 |vac〉 , (A.7)

which is equivalent to the initial state used in the Ref. [14].

APPENDIX B

GIVENS ROTATION GATE USED IN PRESENT STUDY

As a supplementary note, we mention the implementation of

a Givens rotation required for the initial state preparation. In

this study, to reduce the number of two-qubit gate operations,

the following circuit shown in Ref. [19] is adopted:

i
G(θ)

i+ 1

i S Ry(θ) S†

=
i+ 1 S H • Ry(θ) • H S† .

(B.1)

As shown in the Eqs. (11) and (A.5), the the fermion orbitals

on the cyclic and ladder lattices are written in real numbers,

so the Rz(ϕ) gate in the Ref. [14] is not needed.
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